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The most practical, comprehensive, and highly praised guide to Active Directory has now been fully updated for Windows Server 2003. The second edition of   				Inside Active Directory: A System Administrator's Guide  			 offers a definitive reference to the design, architecture, installation, and management of Active Directory, the cornerstone technology within Windows 2000 and Windows Server 2003 distributed networks. This new edition—based on the final release software of Windows Server 2003—emphasizes security and covers all the new features, including enhancements in replication and Group Policy, forest trusts, functional levels, and working with dynamic objects.

Inside this core reference, you'll find practical strategies for managing Active Directory, along with detailed instructions for efficiently administering your entire network operating environment. You will find detailed coverage of the following:

	
    Site basics and replication topologies, processes, and diagnostics

    
	
    Group Policy architecture, planning, management, and diagnostics

    
	
    Security and permission architecture and management scenarios

    
	
    Administration scripts, from basic concepts to advanced topics, including more than 50 sample scripts

    
	
    New cross-forest security features, including Selective Authentication, SID Filtering, and Name Suffix Routing

    
	
    A detailed drill-down to the schema, and practical strategies and examples for extending it

    
	
    Using Active Directory hierarchies to implement an effective structure for your network

    


This is an indispensable reference for anyone working with Active Directory. Network operating system novices will gain a solid understanding of Active Directory, while administrators experienced in NT, NetWare, or UNIX will learn how to utilize their current skills in Active Directory. Experienced Windows 2000/Windows Server 2003 professionals will pick up advanced techniques, and developers will benefit strongly from the architecture topics. 
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Lightwave Technology: Telecommunication SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
The state of the art of modern lightwave system design
Recent advances in lightwave technology have led to an explosion of high-speed global information systems throughout the world. Responding to the growth of this exciting new technology, Lightwave Technology provides a comprehensive and up-to-date account of the underlying theory,...
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Cody's Data Cleaning Techniques Using SAS, Second EditionSAS Institute, 2008
Although this book is titled Cody’s Data Cleaning Techniques Using SAS, I hope that it is more than that. It is my hope that not only will you discover ways to detect data errors, but you will also be exposed to some DATA step programming techniques and SAS procedures that might be new to you.

I have been teaching a two-day data...
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Fundamentals of Digital and Computer Design with VHDLMcGraw-Hill, 2011


	This book is intended for an introductory digital design course for students at the freshman

	level; it is also intended for an introductory computer design course with assembly

	language programming for students at the sophomore level or above. The material in the

	book is suitable for students who study computer engineering,...
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Cisco® BGP-4 Command and Configuration Handbook (CCIE Professional Development)Cisco Press, 2001
As the means by which Internet destinations are communicated  between subscribers and service providers, BGP-4 provides a critical function  for Internet operations. Whether associated with Internet service providers or  enterprise networks that depend heavily on the Internet, a background in BGP-4  is essential. Moving beyond...
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Microsoft  SQL Server(TM) 2005 Analysis Services Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2006
The popular STEP BY STEP approach provides hands-on guidance to beginning-level programmers and those new to SQL Server 2005. A sequential, learn-by-doing tutorial, this book covers key features and techniques of Analysis Services to help programmers harness the full power of SQL Server 2005. The companion CD includes data sets and sample code....
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Practical Apache Struts 2 Web 2.0 Projects (Practical Projects)Apress, 2007
Apache Struts has long provided Java developers with a powerful framework for building extensible, maintainable web applications. Yet the latest version 2 release takes developers’ capabilities to the next level, having integrated Ajax support, the ability to easily integration with the Spring framework, and the ability to take full advantage...
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